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TS isolator door cover – optimised technology
Advantages of the new isolator door cover

Simple assembly of the cover

Useful installation guide
- Easy positioning
- High operational safety

Ingenious one-person assembly
- Simply suspend
- Screw fasten safely with two hands

Variable positioning
- Can be mounted on the left or right

Precise adjustment of the mechanism

Time-saving assembly
- Time savings through prefabricated mechanical components
- No machining needed

Adjustment is child’s play
- The mechanism can be easily adjusted
- It can be switched from left to right

The mechanism can be precisely adjusted on the door

Flexible positioning of the mounting plates

Versatile mounting options
The mounting plate infill can be attached in various positions:
- Individually in the isolator door cover

Connected to the mounting plate of the TS

Variable depth adjustment
Integrated depth-adjustable attachment for the mounting plate and infill
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